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featuring a brand new interface, sonar 7 lets you quickly navigate your
projects, by keeping your attention on the music. its a fast and easy to learn

interface with no nonsense and a highly intuitive and user-friendly
environment. the biggest addition is the new multitrack recording feature. with
sonar 7 you can record up to 32 tracks simultaneously, and then use the newly
updated mixer and effects to quickly and easily create stunning tracks. sonar 7
features a brand new interface that allows you to easily navigate your projects.
its new design focuses on music, and lets you quickly find your way around. its
easy to learn and super easy to use. the new mixer is intuitive, and allows you

to tweak each track individually. the following is a list of some of the new
instruments for sonar 7 that i am particularly fond of: dimension le: creates a

full-featured synth with a host of effects and features, including: arp generator,
arpeggiator, poly-phonic effects, multi-effects, a string ensemble with 7-voice
polyphony, a drum ensemble, a wavetable oscillator, and a real-time fx rack.
with all of this at your fingertips, there's no reason to ever need to leave the
instrument. dimension le is a perfect, stand-alone synth, or is available as a
vst3 instrument, a dxi instrument, and a standalone windows or mac os x

application. dropzone: a quick-and-easy software instrument that can generate
any type of sound, and can be used by itself or together with your favorite

synth. dropzone is a great "building block" for composing or production. rapture
le: a great choice for creating big, cinematic pads with deep bass and bright
mids. rapture le also features a powerful arpeggiator and a host of effects.
z3ta+ 1.5: a powerful and feature-rich synth with a variety of sounds at the

push of a button. it's perfect for creating bass lines and also has a great range
of percussion sounds.
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sonar 7 includes the most powerful step sequencer found in any daw. the new
step sequencer includes three features that make it easier and more efficient
to create midi sequences and loops: first, there is the step sequencer, which

adds a new edit mode that allows users to see the automation on all tracks at
once. second, there is the quick track tool, which simplifies the process of

editing the automation of entire tracks. finally, there is the ability to create midi
loops in the new quick time tempos feature. if your system lacks the

horsepower to support up to 64 virtual instruments, you can enjoy the
complete cakewalk sound in sonar 7 with the roland z3ta+ polyphonic
synthesizer. z3ta+ is an analog synthesizer with over 1,200 onboard

synthesisers including synth engines like lfo, adsr, and panorama. it's built
around the same hardware as the acclaimed analog synthesizer, z-1, and is

based on the classic roland system 700 architecture. the z3ta+ is ideal for both
experienced synth players and those just starting out. each product in the

cakewalk suite of digital audio workstations has been fully optimized for the
mac operating system. in addition, the sonar 7 studio edition upgrade is

available for purchase online in the mac store. cakewalk offers a free 30-day
trial of sonar 7 studio edition and our team is always here to help you. please

contact us via our online help desk at www.cakewalk.com/support or in the live
chat support at www.com. sonar 7 producer edition includes all of the features
of sonar 7 studio edition and the award-winning sonar le 7 artist edition. sonar
live 7 artist edition includes all of the features of sonar live 7 artist edition, but
without the studio version's feature set. for more information on the editions
and the applications, please visit the following websites: www.cakewalk.com

www.sonar.sonarlive.us 5ec8ef588b
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